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The Reverend Hosea Williams, one
of the distinguished speakers commemorating the birthday of Martin
Luther King Jr.

Law School
Celebrates
King Day
by Lisa M . Seaman
Last December, the Student Bar
Association approved a resolution that
urged students to refrain from attending classes on Monday, January 18,
the day that was set aside as a federal
holiday in honor of Martin Luther
King, Jr. Students were asked to attend
alternate activities to celebrate and
learn about the civil rights movement.
About 20 law students, including members of the National Lawyers Guild and
the Lesbian and Gay Rights Advocates
joined in the Freedom March . The
march, which started at the University
of Arizona mall and concluded at Reid
Park, was well-attended despite the
cold, rainy weather.
After the march, there was a panel
disct.Ission at the law school entitled
" Lessons from the King Era: Minority

Volume Twenty-One

Movements Today." About 50 people
attended the event, which was sponsored by the Student Bar Association
and arranged by members of the National Lawyers Guild. Speaking on the
panel were: Reverend Larry Rosette of
the Ideal Baptist Church and the Theson Urban League; Leslie Nixon, assistant director of Southern Arizona Legal
Aid; Rob Williams, professor of Indian
Law; and Isabel Garcia-Gallegos, a Theson attorney. Moderating the discussion
was George Barnett, vice-president of
the Student Bar Association.
Larry Rosette was an inspirational
speaker who opened his comments
by discussing why people are still involved with the civil rights struggle.
He stated that the black community
is still behind _in employment and
education. He also pointed out that
myths about blacks are still perpetuated today, citing Jimmy the Greek's
recent derogatory comments about
black athletes.
Rosette's message was that the
dream is still unmet, and we must
continue to enhance it. In his work
with the Urban League, Rosette sees
everyday that the black population is
faced with a crisis. He spoke of the
need to actively pursue civil rights,
saying that it is a shame that watchdog groups are necessary, but that we
can't let down our guard or the problems will perpetuate themselves.
Rosette concluded by reminding
the audience that the struggle is not
over, and it must continue.
Leslie Nixon spoke next about the
women's movement, saying that this
movement has a lot to learn from
King and the civil rights movement.
One of these lessons is that civil rights
alone are not enough, women must
also gain economic justice. Women
comprise a vast majority of the poverty stricken, a fact which must be dealt
with . She also remarked that King
knew that the use of legal strategies
was not enough. To achieve its goals,
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Alternative
Work Schedules
For Lawyers*
by Barbara Segal Goldberg • •
In 1970, only 3% of attorneys in the
United States were women, in 1986 the
number approached 20% and now
40% of all law students are women. In
Arizona alone, there are approximately 1500 women attorneys and 40% of
recent admittees to the Arizona State
Bar were women. If this trend continues, women will represent one-half
the number of law students by 1990
and one-third of all practicing attorneys
by the year 2000.
Continued on page 7

Ask The Dean
Had it with Law School? Can't
figure out why they do this insane
thing to us and make us pay for the
privilege? Angry about the honor
code? The interviewing system?
Or; do you have a question you're
dying to ask the Dean?
Paul Marcus will be leaving the
office of Dean of the U of A Law
School at the end of this year.
Before that happens, he has consented to one last interview with
the Advocate. Originally, this last
piece was scheduled to give the
Dean an opportunity to express his
concerns for the future and reflections on the past of the Law
School. However, we have the
chance to do a little more than
that. Before we prepare our interview questions, we'd like to hear
from other students as to what
questions you would like to ask
the Dean. Seriously now folks,
what do you want to know? Submit your questions in writing to
the Arizona Advocate by March 22,
1988. Fire away! 0

Continued on page 7
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Editor

Letters to the
Fallies' Folly
Editor,

This letter is in response to a song
performed at the Failles last semester
by two second-year men. It included
a verse to the effect that many beautiful
women could be seen in the law
library, but none of them were women
law students. The author of the verse
later took the trouble to explain to me
that the humor lay in the fact that in
the preceding verse, the men law
students had been equally insulted.
I am not comforted. Were I an
Oriental being called "dishonest" in a
song, it would be no solace to me that
Hispanics had simultaneously been
called "greedy."
Nor do I find it politically necessary
as a believer in sexual equality to pretend that being termed a homely
woman is not an insult. Whatever one's
gender, being degraded in this manner
hurts.
I am appreciative of the fact that
humor, not offense, was intended. Perhaps the song would have been funny
if the message it conveyed was an
isolated comment. However, this musical faux pas is representative of an oftexpressed notion that law women are
old, certainly no fun at parties, and
ugly, too. Not only is this patently untrue, it's unnecessarily cruel-a tired
old scrap of coventional wisdom with
such wide acceptance that it fmds its
way into a song meant to be funny.
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Editor~~~~~~~

Many law women were not offended.
A substantial number of others, rather
than invite further insult, shrug these
things off without much comment. I
choose no longer to look the other way.
Sincerely,
Diana Patton
2nd year

For the Benefit of those not
present at the Failles, these
are the offensive lyrics.
-Ed.

A man eating lion escaped
from the Reid Park Zoo.
Oh my, Oh god, what're we
gonna do.
They found him at the law
school, but all the papers said,
That poor man-eater had
starved, cold dead!
ChorusI went down to the library just
the other night,
Opened the door, god what a
sight.
Beautiful women were sitting
all around, But not a female law
student could be found.
Chorus-

Editor,

I write this letter in response to Mr.
Langford's letter to the Editor in the
Wmter, 1987 edition of the Arizona Advocate, and to comment on the events
which ensued after that letter.
Mr. Langford's letter decried your
paper's inappropriate "sexism" in displaying a picture of former Editor Neal
Eckel with two women on his arms as
his 'award' for having brought recognition to the Arizona Advocate. Mr.
Langford asked that you excuse him
"for being a little sensitive," but said
he wished your paper had more class.
I fmd it ironic that Mr. Langford
wrote and performed a song at the Law
School Failles at the end of that same
semester, which had derogatory lyrics
about the looks of law women. No law
women that I know of expressed resentment about the picture in your paper,
but many of my friends were hurt by
Mr. Langford's " humorous" lyrics.
Particular irony lies in the fact that
Mr. Langford held the position of Theasurer for LAGRA. His participation in
that group presumably has made him

sensitive to issues that would insult the
sensibilities of homosexuals. Mr. Langford justified his jibe at law women by
pointing out that he flrst poked fun at
law men. I doubt he would attempt to
justify singing songs which made fun
of homosexuals by fJtSt making fun of
heterosexuals.
Mr. Langford's professed "sensitivity" towards women's issues seems to
me, with all due respect, to be misplaced. I hope the responses he has
received to his performance shed some
light for him about what law women
are sensitive to.
Karen Clark
2nd li?ar

Editor,

First, let me begin by apologizing to
anyone I may have hurt with the lyrics
I composed for the "Failles." It certainly wasn't my intent to lampoon anyone
in particular or propagate any latent
sexism this institution may harbor.
Those who know me, know that I
have never thought that the plastic
undergraduate sorority women that
populate the library at night are
"beautiful." I also believe that you can
be a "real" man and have a "florescent
light" tan as well. Sadly though, there
are those among us who believe, and
at times openly advocate, the opposite.
I thought the "Failles" the appropriate
forum to expose that type of thinking
as the absurdity that it is.
Robert L. Langford

King Day
Editor,

The reverend Hosea Williams spoke
at the law college in observance of
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday on
January 19th. Rev. Williams began by
pointing out that the Black movement
of King's generation had failed to pass
the concept of "patriotism" on to the
current generation. It had failed to relay
the message that it was necessary to
change this country because of one's
love for this country.
This turned me to thinking of the
current controversy in Arizona over
Evan Mecham's cancellation of Bruce
Babbitt's executive order to make
January 19th a state holiday in recognition of Martin Luther King's accomplishments as a great American.
Why should we set aside a day in a
Continued on next page
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Letters

REFLECTIONS OF AN AGING ATTORNEY

(continued)

By Gary Wolf

month already crowded with holidays
in honor of two other great Americans;
Washington and Lincoln? Why should
we work to make January 19th a day
to honor King and his work? Because
Martin Luther King Jr. was, for this century, the great American patriot. Because the lessons of King's life stand as
an affirmation of everything our founding fathers thought precious enough to
die for. Because these lessons should
be passed on to all American children.
King's lessons are as valuable as Washington's vigil at Valley Forge. As valuable as Lincoln's emancipation
proclamation.
King taught us that under the constitution, this country could change for
the betterment of all men. He took an
army of citizens into the streets, not to
violently overthrow the government,
but to peacefully revolutionize this
country's thinking. King taught us that
our constitution, born out of revolution, could continue to be used to
change this country for the good of all
people. However, King was not only
the great American patriot of this century, he was also the great American
religious figure of the century.
Rev. Williams stated that, "King was
not my God, but I found God in King."
Throughout his speech the anecdotes
about King continually turned to the
comparison of King's works with the
teachings of Jesus. Jesus wept at the
tomb of Lazarus, just as King wept at
the sight of starving children. A guard
once kicked King and King was forced
to hold Williams back from attacking
the guard, while rebuking him for failing to understand what the movement
was all about. Jesus, in the garden, had
to restrain Peter in a similar manner,
rebuking him for his lack of understanding.
Isn't the story of Jesus really about
dying to yourself and living for others?
I submit to you that this is also King's
message. And King, like Jesus, died at
the hand of an assassin in order to pay
for his message of peace. Because of
King's payment for peace we are
obligated to observe his birthday in a
manner that is worthy to the message
he brought. Let us all strive to work for
others, if only for one day. 0

Robert L. Langford

In search of a unique perspective on
the study of law, the Arizona Advocate
recently interviewed one of Arizona's
elder statesmen, Edward Kennedy.
Kennedy has been active in both Arizona law and politics for over 30 years.
Kennedy, now retired, has served as a
Maricopa County prosecutor, worked
in the Arizona Attorney General's office, and spent over 15 years in private
practice. Kennedy also served as state
senator for Pima County and as chief
magistrate for the Thcson City Court.
Advocate: Tell us about your background.
Kennedy: I entered law school in
1957 at the University of Arizona. I'd
had an undergraduate degree in psychology from the UofA. Immediately
after graduation, I took a job with an
insurance company as an insurance adjuster. This was about 1955. I was dealing regularly with attorneys, investigating primarily liability cases. I learned
a lot of the concepts of tort law. I was
never the sort of person to be happy
working in a big organization; putting
in my 20 years and getting my annual
increments, a company car and two
weeks vacation. So I began to feel dissatisfied. I went to the law school and
talked to Dean Lyons. I explained to
him my circumstances and told him I
was interested in taking torts as a feeler
to see if I could handle it. And if I
couldn't, the knowledge I'd gain would
be useful. But if I could handle it successfully, I thought I would jump in
fulltime. He was agreeable to that. I
thought that was very flexible of him.
A: Was this the normal type of curri-

culum or did the Dean actually bend
the rules to allow you to take one torts
class?
K: I don't think there were any fixed,
rigid rules as compared to today. I
don't know what the criteria for admission was. You had to have a degree to
enter law school or at least a minimum
of three years of undergraduate.
A: Obviously they didn't have LSATs?
K: They were just beginning, but they
were using them only for experimental purposes. The practice was, in those
days, that the admission requirements
were relatively easy but the attrition
rate was enormous.
A: Explain?
K: Well, our class started at about 150
and we ended up graduating at about

Edward Kennedy
42. So after each semester, you'd look
around and there'd be quite a number
of people who weren't there anymore.
Most of these people went out on
grades. They didn't drop of their own
volition. It was more of an egalitarian
approach, more democratic.
A: Because the school allowed anyone

in who wanted in?
K: Yes, and it was up to them to cut
the muster once they were in. It was so
intense an experience, I've referred to
it as an intellectual Iwo Jima. Survival
of the intellectually and emotionally fittest. Intensely competitive. And everyone knew that only certain people were
going to survive. The rationale for the
intensity was that as attorneys you have
to operate under pressure, and the training starts here. I also got to write in 1
Arizona Law Review. The first one put
out.
A: The very first?
K: Yes, the very first . As things went
on,Icontinuedtoattendschoolduring
the day and go to work at night. I was
having domestic problems, and my attitude changed and I thought "Hell, I just
want to get out of this place. I don't
care anything about grade averages or
anything else, just get me out of here.' '
A: In retrospect, how do you view the
highly competitive atmosphere of law
school? What is the value you place on
law school?
K: Overall, it was a negative human experience. And I have said I would never
do that to myself again. I've thought
and thought and reflected many times
that there must be a more humane method than the method I was exposed to.
A: Although the attrition rate bas

Continued on page 8
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Maternity/Paternity
Benefits Survey
By julie Van Dyne & joAnn Zirkle

As noted in the last issue of the
Arizona Advocate, a brief survey form
regarding available maternity/paternity
benefits was sent to forty-two Arizona
law firms. The law firms were randomly selected from the Arizona Bar Directory. They were principally firms
located in Phoenix and Thcson and
represented flfffis with as few as five
attorneys and those with more than
one hundred. Those flfffiS responding
represent a cross section of small,
medium and large flfffiS.
Firms were provided space on the
survey form to make additional comments. One flfffi noted a distinction in
benefits available to non-lawyer support staff. Their non-lawyer female
personnel are provided unpaid leave
with the qualification that they return
to work within 60 days from the date
departed. This same flfffi offers female
attorneys eight weeks paid leave. With
the exception of the Flagstaff flfffi,
none of the responding flfffiS specified
paid leave available to male attorneys,
although some flfffis allow accrued
sick leave and vacation time to be converted to " paternity leave".
Another flfffi noted that it does not
have maternity/paternity leave. All such
leave is classified as medical leave of
absence which applies to all employees, lawyers and non-lawyers. This firm
will pay up to six weeks leave time and
allow, in addition, accrued vacation or
leave without pay may be used to extend the leave.
All survey responses are available
with Sallie Lash in the Placement Office for anyone interested to review. 0

RETURNING TO LAW SCHOOL
By Kit Cramer

Initially, my duties involved researching whether certain plaintiffs had a
history of litigation, and researching
assets that certain litigants held. Soon,
I was working on " locators", that is,
ascertaining the whereabouts of witnesses, co-defendants and other parties
of interest. I learned some of the tricks
used to track a person down, including
the use of postal searches, Department
of Motor Vehicles inquiries, and creative phone conversations.
Shortly thereafter; I began interviewing the people I had tracked down.
The cases these people were involved
with ranged from bizarre traffic accidents (one involved a male driver
who was wearing a bra and silk dress)
to complicated discrimination actions.
1n one case, I was able to track down
a man who lived in a trailer near Ajo.
The only lead we had was that the man
worked for a small aircraft company at
Thcson International Airport in 1955!
Through a series of public records
checks, postal searches, and phone
calls, I believed I had found where the
man was living. I drove to his trailer,
and found it protected by a group of
pit-bull terriers. This was an occasion
that I was glad I had the stun-gun. It
turned out that the man, who was
retired, was happy to see a new face,
and I obtained a very in-depth interview with him.
Investigating a group can raise personal dilemmas. A good example of
this is the case of the Buffer Zone Initiative. I was to pose as an ordinary
citizen entering local grocery stores
where the people gathering signatures
Continued on next page

In December of 1986, I left law
school because I have never wanted to
be a lawyer. 1n January of 1988, I
returned. I had convinced myself that
the inherent benefits that adhere to
merely studying the law are substantial
and therefor justify enduring the law
school ordeal.
During my one year leave of absence, I pursued my personal desire to
write poetry and prose. But, writers
must eat, so I found myself working as
a private investigator throughout the
summer of 1987. With a few exceptions, the job bore little resemblance to
what I had seen on television.
I was licensed through my employer,
a federal agent for 12 years, who is a
true private investigator. My boss discouraged his underlings from carrying
handguns, something I had no problem
with when I began. For self-defense I
carried a 40,000 volt stun-gun, and
there were situations where I was glad
I had it. However, as my involvement
with the agency brought me to some
of Arizona's less friendly neighborhoods, I began to carry a small automatic pistol. I never had to use it, and
in retrospect, it would have been no
help, for I doubt I could ever shoot
someone.
During my employ, I witnessed some
of the infinite manifestations of injustice and corruption that lie within the
legal process, especially within the
''discovery'' area of litigation. Being exposed to some of the wrongs which
occur daily in our country helped
motivate my return to law school,
though I doubt the wrongs can ever be
curtailed with or without my help.

FIRMS

FIRMS

Phoenix
1. Mohr, Hackett, Pederson ,
Blankley, Randolph & Hag a,
P.C.
2. Story & Ross, P.C.
3. Gallagher & Kennedy
4. O'Connor, Cavanaugh , Anderson , Westover, Killingsworth &
Beshears
5. Bonnett, Fairbourn & Friedman , P.C.
Tucson
6. Waterfall, Economidis,
Caldwell , Hanshaw &
Villamana, P.C.
7. Fish , Duffield, Miller, Yopung,
Adamson & Alfred, P.C.
B. Dunscomb & Shepard, P.C.
9. Stompley & Stroud, P.C.
Flagstaff
10. Hufford and Horstman, P.C .

QUESTIONS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1. Firm Size (no. of attorneys)

23

39

42

135

10

18

8

7

18

5

2. No. of attorneys with
children

11

17

22

79

4

12

1

2

10

2

MakHJ

MakHJ

MakHJ

MakHJ

MakHJ

MakHJ

FemaJe.
&M<s

FemaJe.

FemaJe.

FemaJe.

no
paicy

4

FemaJe.
&M<s

no
paicy

Female-

Male-4wlcs
Female-

8wks

8wks

8wks

4. No. of weeks alklwed off
with pay for delivery
with complications

same

same

same

MakHl
Female

same

no
paicy

FemaJe.jler
physician

no
paicy

4

same

5. Insurance package
available that p!ll'l'des

private
carrier

private
carrier

private
carrier

HMO or

private
carrier

private
carrier

HMO

HMO

private
carrier

none

~

no

no

yes

yes

no
paicy

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

Y9Si

yes

no
paicy

yes

yes

~to

yes

3. No. of weeks alklwed off
with pay for normal delivery

coverage lor pregnancy
6. Availabili1y of return to wotf<
allessthatlul>time
7. Extended leave without pay
after paid preganancy leave
expires

FemaJe.
4wl<s

~

as needed
private
carrier

feasible
~

approved
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4 months

Return to Law School

continued

for the Initiative were often located. I
was to ascertain whether the people
gathering signatures were misrepresenting the purpose of the buffer zone, or
slandering local developers who would
be affected by the Initiative. I encountered sincere citizens who had
personal motivations for blocking certain types of land development, and I
was supposed to me a report if they
made any aberration of the facts of the
issue. The problems of vagueness and
ambiguity regarding what a person
means when stating a general proposition were quite difficult to handle in a
way that would assure our clients of
the veracity of our investigation. It did
not help that I supported the Initiative,
and I withdrew from the assignment.
I also began working on perhaps the
most intriguing area in private investigations: surveillance. Just about all of
the surveillance fell into two categories:
domestic relations and insurance compensation. An example of the latter was
a case where we had been watching an
individual who claimed to be disabled
as a result of an accident. We watched
for a week without any success. The
day we decided to call off the surveillance, the man came riding out of his
yard on a bicycle!

Following an alleged adulterer is a
nerve-racking experience. The difficulty arises when attempting to keep the
surveillance a secret. I was fortunate to
work with a couple of sneaky characters. These individuals were so good
that on one occasion, after trailing their
subject into a bar, they danced with
her. I found the entire process
unsettling.
At the end of the summer I was
given some service of process assignments, which I took little pleasure in.
I am now grateful to have seen what
service actually entails, however the
recipients were often vitriolic with me,
even if I had brought the mail or
newspaper up in addition to the summons and complaint.
I worked on an investigation into the
death of three boys who died while
playing "chicken" with a train, on an
investigation where an innocent man
(framed by the Mexican Mafia) ended
up on the wrong end of a guilty verdict, and on an investigation into the
blinding of a young girl from a defective hydraulic hose on a carnival ride.
The most troubling case I worked on
involved the death of a young man,
roughly my age. The man was investigating corruption within the business
where he was employed. His death was
ruled a suicide. It was my first real kiss

with governmental bureaucracy, and it
made me mad as hell. I eventually quit
my job, in part, because of the emotional attachment I was forming with
the case, and in part because of the
ugliness which is found in many of the
activities I have already described.
I began to feel that one should not
squander the opportunity to study the
law because there are so many people
who need help protecting their personal rights. The realization of these
rights is fundamental to fulfilling one's
aspirations. This is true whether one
aspires to rid the world of drugs, or
whether one aspires to possess marijuana in one's home for personal
consumption.
My experience as a private investigator illuminated the frequency
with which individual abuses occur.
Whether one will be passive or active
in light of an abuse is generally a personal decision, but nonetheless the
abuse stands. In order to deal with the
abuses that are the everyday reality for
many-especially the poor-1 could
not help but feel that. I should return
to law school.
An article by Professor Rob Williams
contairiS a sentence which seems to
sum up the way I would like to feel

continued on page 9

Book Review
by Tim Taylor

Scott Turow is best known for writing One L which details his frrst year
at Harvard Law School. In a sort of
" One L Goes to Court," Throw now
chronicles a murder trial in Presumed

Innocent.
As in One L, Throw breaks the book
up into segments revolving around the
seasons. There is no rationale to this
organization and the seasons are not
symbolic of any deep meaning. Throw
just seems to like dividing his stories
according to the time of the year.
Rusty Sabich is the Assistant Prosecuting Attorney for Kindle County
and stands accused of murdering his coworker after she broke off their adulterous affuir. Despite the drama of this premise, the book is slow, slower; and slowest for the first 150 pages. Throw is
wordy and the book gets bogged down.
But then he's a lawyet; not a writer.
If possible, Sabich is even more introspecitve than was Throw in One L.
Sabich graphically describes Carolyn's
body when he is assigned to investigate
the case:. "Her look holds the same

wild, disbelieving, desperate thing that
so frightens me when I fmd the courage to let my glance flx upon the wide
black eye of a landed fiSh dying on the
pier." Yes, you're supposed to plow
through an entire season of this.
Despite his flaws, Turow is at his best
though when Sabich goes to trial. The
courtroom scenes are vibrant and alive.
Throw accurately portrays the mental
process behind appearances torward
the judge, the jury and the media. The
rationale behind Sabich's defense is also
involved and involving as he tries to
undermine the state's evidence against
him. At the same time, Sabich is c.ontinuing to search for the real killer. This
mystery is every bit as intriguing as any
of Agatha Christie's. Here the book succeeds at both levels.
In all this is an involving work which
should entertain any legal type. One
really has to appreciate court tactics or
have a love for Perry Mason to enjoy
most of the book. It's worth the work,
if you can get through the frrst
season . .O

Law Student
Appointed
Third year law student Paul
Gattone was recently appointed
by City Councilman Bruce
Wheeler to serve on the CitizensPolice Advisory Committee. Gattone's efforts as an advocate and
defender of the civil rights of
Tucson's homeless population
played a major part in his selection for the two year post.
The thirteen member committee is charged with the task of
bettering relations between the
community-at-large and the Theson Police Department. It is composed of representatives from
each of the city's six wards and
representatives of the Fraternal
Order of Police, Thcson Police
Department, Thcson Crime Commission, the Thcson Human Relations Commission, and the
Mayor's Office. 0
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POLICE BEAT
A lawsuit has been instituted
against the university and the construction company building the
new parking garage. The suit
alleges a violation of the Eighth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution (ie. cruel and unusual punishment). U of A law student Vested
Rights ffied this suit and was
quoted as saying, "This is terrible.
I can't remember if I parked in
Kansas or Oklahoma. If you wanna see cruel you should see the
soles of my shoes."
A student reported having her
mens rea stolen from her backpack
while left unattended in the student lounge of the College of Law.
The distraught student was quoted
as saying "This is terrible. I don't
know what I want to do anymore.
I can't decide where to go, what
class to attend, or which assignment to do. I stood in front of the
vending machine for an hour trying to decide between M&Ms or
Cajun potato chips.'' The victim
was unable to determine the value
of the stolen item.
Unknown individuals broke into the College of Law Friday between 12 a.m. and 7 a.m. and
blew up Blackacre. The secretary
who found the remains stated that
it was completely destroyed. An
obviously upset professor was
quoted as saying, ''This is terrible.
All our Blackacre questions are
totally useless now." Suspects include every living person who has
ever taken Contracts, Property, or
Estates and lhlsts.
-Compiled by Marti Chase

Ares Bears

Softball~~~

The 1988 Ares Bears co-ree. softball team recently enjoyed another successful season. The Bears became the #1 ranked team on campus before
losing in the playoffs.

The Ares Bears mug for the camera.

Quotes
for the
Semester
There are three sexes in
America-men, women, and
professors.
-Joel Ellias Springarn
(1931)
When you steal .from one author,
it's plagiarism; ifyou steal from
many, it's research.
-Wilson Mizner
(1907)

Vickie Driscoll's power swing.

Dick (Rico) McKee; style and finesse.
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Law School Celebrates King Day

Alternative Work Schedules

(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 1)

the feminist movement must use a
combination of law and militant nonviolence, as King did.
Nixon pointed out that the women's
movement can learn from mistakes of
the King era. One mistake is when people's movements rely on one or a few
charismatic leaders. According to Nixon, there was too much reliance on
King in the civil rights movement,
which was detrimental after his death.
Nixon also mentioned solidarity, the
knowledge that laws are not always
right, and the political value of having
heroes and heroines of the movement.
These are lessons the women's movement can take from the civil rights
movement to use for its future success.
Rob Williams began with personal
reflections on the King movement, saying that the moral climate created by
King helped him by giving him opportunities that he might not otherwise
have had as an American Indian. At law
school, Williams saw the debt the Indian people owed King for the idea of
affirmative action.
Williams then discussed legal reflections on the civil rights movement.
King created a climate for reform, and
the Indian people grasped at the opportunity by beginning to use litigation
to achieve equality.
One difference Williams noted between King's philosophy and the Indian movement was that while King
worked for assimilation, the Indian
people worked to maintain separateness. He pointed out that this seems

'

J

contradictory, but the common goal
was the right for people to express individuality and community.
Speaking last was Isabel GarciaGallegos, who began by saying that we
are all Americans, and the word ''hispanic'' has the effect of foreignizing
people. In the Americas, Mexicans are
not a minority, but North America does
not want to recognize this, or let Mexican citizens realize this.
Garda-Gallegos focused on immigration policies, claiming that the new
laws allow very few people to become
citizens. She noted that while U.S. involvement in Central America is causing the influx of undocumented people from this area, the government will
not do anything about it-only 3% of
Central Americans have their applications for citizenship approved.
Garcia-Gallegos concluded by saying
that real changes come from massive
political movements, not through the
legal system.
The culmination of the day's events
was civil rights activist Rev. Hosea
Williams, who spoke that evening. His
visit was sponsored by the University
of Arizona College of Law and the
Arizona Daily Star. Although Williams
arrived two hours late due to a delayed
flight, almost 200 people stayed to hear
him speak. Williams was greeted with
long, enthusiastic applause by the audience, which was comprised of law
students and members of the community. The speech centered on Dr.
King. Williams said that King had
"conquered the fear of death and the
love of wealth,'' and told several anecdotes about King demonstrating this.
Williams, who was a personal friend of
Dr. King, said that the greatest thing
about him was his ''love for the
disinherited."
Williams then discussed the fact that
King brought the civil rights movement
a long way, but it still has far to go. He
closed by saying he hoped people
would work to make King's birthday
relevant : King's birthday should be
used to evaluate and rededicate ourselves to the American dream. D

Reverend Hosea Williams and
Professor Robert Glennon.

With these statistics in mind, it is not
suprising that in growing numbers, attorneys across the country are requesting that law firms and legal organizazations accommodate lawyers' alternative work schedules. By far, the
greatest number of attorneys' requests
for part-time work is to accommodate
the responsibilities of child rearing.
However, men are also seeking parttime work options to accommodate
the needs of dual career couples. Additionally, men request flexible work
schedules to continue education, pursue avocations, reduce stress and begin
retirement. Clearly, the time has come
for a structural change, flexibility and
various work time options that differ
from the lawyer's traditional week of
50-60 hours.
There are two major types of alternative work schedules for lawyers,
namely permanent part-time and job
sharing. Either schedule demands flexibility from the lawyer and the
employer. It is still a time of experimentation with alternative work
schedules as many firms do not have
a role model to pattern their policies
on. However, across the country,
lawyers are fmding that working parttime is no longer a contradiction in
terms. One San Francisco firm , Heller,
Ehrman, White and McAuliffe, already
has 17 part-time lawyers.
Permanent part-time is usually defmed as one person working 20 hours
or less a week. The schedule is the
same full days each week or daily for
4-6 hours. Salary is paid at an hourly
rate or pro rata based on the number
of hours worked. Benefits are paid pro
rata as well: as ' 'cafeteria style'' so that
the employee negotiates for only those
benefits needed . Some firms are paying part-time attorneys no benefits but
are compensating the employee by
paying a higher base salary.
The case load of a part-timer has to
be reduced or limited to accommodate
the number of hours worked. Specialization in some areas like tax or probate seem most suited to alternative
work schedules. However, since every
attorney in a private law firm is in effect a pan-time lawyer (since you never
work full-time for one client), most
areas of law are suitable for an alternative work schedule. Some firms not
able to justify a full-time lawyer in one
area, may be able to use a pan-timer
Continued on next page
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Alternative Work Schedules

Reflections

(continued)

(continued from page 3)

to cover that one specialty.
Job-sharing involves two part-time
employees sharing one full-time position with salary and benefits prorated.
The schedule is usually divided equally
on an established weekly basis. For
many firms that want daily availability
of an attorney, job-sharing is ideal. For
example, for approximately two years,
the New York State Attorney General's
Office has had 19 staff attorneys
job-sharing.
The most deep-seated concern of
lawyers is that a part-time attorney cannot be truly dedicated to the practice
of law. Experience and research
throughout the country, notably in
Chicago, Denver, Los Angeles and San
Fransisco, has shown this to be untrue.
1n addition, there are many advantages
that a part-timer brings to the employer.
Overhead and labor costs are
automatically reduced by a part-timer.
Fewer fringe benefits have to be paid.
Greater productivity, efficiency, less
idle time and less absenteeism are
almost always noted by firms with parttimers. Lawyers with alternative work
schedules invariably work longer than
the hours they are paid for. They provide built-in coverage for the firm in
case emergencies. A full-timer who is
allowed to change to a part-time
schedule saves the firm recruiting and
training costs. Similarly, a firm which
offers part-time positions is able to attract candidates who might otherwise
go elsewhere for a suitable schedule.
Finally, fatigue and burnout are reduced when a lawyer's schedule more
easily fits their personal life and needs.
There is a growing number of groups
and individuals promoting alternative
work schedules for lawyers.
Lawyers Alternative Work Schedules
(LAWS), a national non-profit organization devoted to the issue of part-time
work for attorneys has recently been
incorporated. Its purpose is to educate
the legal community about the benefits
of adopting various worktime options.
LAWS grew out of a local Part.:fime
Lawyers Network (PTLN). PTLN alone
has 250 members and has found 50
part-time jobs for its members in the
last two years. 0

changed, are you sure the level of competition has changed all that much?
K: The intensity of competition that I
recall was based on the sheer need to
survive in law school. Today, I believe
the major portion of the law school
student body are ' 'academic overachievers' '. Their entire sense of selfesteem, self-worth, centers around how
they perform in the academic setting.
Now, there are some people who have
a facility for academia, but they are not
necessarily the most intelligent. There
are many intelligent people who don't
do particularly well in an academic setting. For whatever reason, they have
just as much cognitive ability, but they
don't have the capacity to perform in
that particular kind of setting. Now,
high achievement, it's lauded and it's
praised and is God-like, and virtuous
in the academic setting; but in other
settings it 's viewed with some
skepticism.
The reasons for this intense desire to
be such an accomplished achiever are
subject to a lot of questions: What kind
of balance does the individual have?
What is the overall mental health quotient of people like this?

•reprinted by permission of Arizona
Bar Briefs
• •Barbara Segal Goldberg is an attorney admitted to practice in Arizona.

A: You realize someone listening to

this discussion, particularly those
students or professors who are
overachievers, might seriously object
to your analysis?
K: Oh yes, they would go and check
my grade average and say, " Oh! His
grade average is ordinary, this is why
he is speaking this way!" But let me tell
you, I can back this assessment up,
because later in life when I decided to
get out of the practice of law, I went
to California. And, in the course of
things, I took a masters degree in
guidance and counseling. It was one of
the most rewarding and novel
academic experiences I've ever had.
In fact , it was designed by a guy
named Carl Rodgers.
A: Carl Rodgers, sure. The encounter
group.
K: Outstanding in the whole educational field . Highly regarded.
One aspect of this graduate program
was that it was highly unstructured.
You had to structure it yourself. All the
overachievers developed incredible anxiety. The old setting of listening to the
lecture and feeding it back was gone.
A: Did you have a course called

"ethics" in law school?
K: No. I think ethics comes from the

heart. Your ethical or moral approach
comes from your upbringing, your
conscience as a result of an entire
lifetime of developmental procedures.
Sitting down and giving you a bunch
of rules and regulations ends up being
only a caution sign for someone who
really would rather not be ethical. I
don't think you can teach people to be
ethical. But I think academia feels impotent and helpless and hopeless about
the ethical questions, so they plug in
a couple of courses on ethics and hope
for the best.

I think ethics comes from the
heart. lbur ethical or moral
approach comes from your u~
bringing, your conscience as a
result of an entire lifetime of
developmental procedures. Sitting
down and giving you a bunch of
rules and regulations ends up
being only a caution sign for
someone who really would rather
not be ethical. I don't think you
can teach people to be ethical.

A: Wiry is it that students in law

school only seem to talk about grades
and courses, and homework, and who
they are clerking for?
K: The law, as they used to say, is a
jealous mistress. You can't divide your
time between (other professions) and
the practice of law. 1n fact it's so
possessive that in the interest of your
own internal balance, you had better
learn ways to clear your mind of the
law and do other things. If you get
together with lawyers, they can think
of nothing but the law.
I often wonder, is it the lawyer's
mentality that is drawn to the law or
does getting into this institution called
the law do it to you? But everyone
becomes intensely status conscious.
And they get all wrapped up and
hooked into all the symbols of status:
your grade average, what law firm
you're clerking for, etc. . I was thinking
the other day, you never see a law sign
that says: "John Doe, Lawyer." You'll
see signs saying " THE LAW OFFICES
OF JOHN DOE". 1n other words, they
Continued on next page
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Reflections
(continued)

suddenly feel the need to be expansive.
But I don't think people think that way
when they enter law school. I think it
happens to them after they get into this
milieu .
A: Sq you don't believe it's the propensity of a type of person which is
merely enhanced in law school?

K: No. I think it's something indigenous to the institution called the law.
It happens to people's psyche's after
they are in the law. And it starts out in
law school.
A: Where do you place the law pro-

fessors who are not so caught up in the
law? Those professors who are sincerely trying to instill something other
than a sense ofstatus and prestige and
power?
K: The system or the institution called
the law is much more influential on the
students than any given professor. They
live in it, they work in it, they eat in
it, they sleep in it and they socialize in
it. And they soon absorb the values of
it. Now, I admire these voices in the
wilderness, these professors who are
trying to minimize this ahnost sick
assessment of reality. But the institution
called the law is like a lot of institutions
in this country. They're out of control.
They have a life of their own. They
perpetuate themselves and there's rio
one or no single thing that's going to
stop these juggernauts. Like Charles
Reich's "corporate state".
A: Charles Reich, "The Greening of
America?"

K: Yes, that's right. Charles Reich was
a law professor at Yale University.
When I read this book back in the sixties, I thought to myself "amazing that
a law professor could be a man of such
broad perceptiveness and sensitivity.' '
It was particularly gratifying for me
because I had been aware for a long
time that having gone to law school
had done something to my head. It had
done something to my psyche. And it
wasn't that easy anymore to simply let
go of the law. I intend to read it again.
He has a little section on page 150 in
a chapter entitled "The Lost Self'. He
talks about law students and what happens to them:
"At a higher and more tragic
level, one can observe the violent alienation of law students
from their prior selves. Finding

themselves in law school for
many possible reasons, they discover that they are expected to
become 'argumentative' personalities who listen to what
someone else is saying only for
the purpose of disagreeing,
'analytic' rather than receptive
people, who dominate information rather than respond to it;
and intensely competitive and
self-assertive as well. Since
many of them are not this sort
of personality before they start
law school, they react initially
with anger and despair, and
later with resignation as their
self-alienation becomes complete. In a very real sense, they
'become stupider' during law
school, as the range of their imagination is limited, their ability to respond with sensitivity
and to receive impressions is
reduced , and the scope of their
reading and thinking is progressively narrowed ."
thought that was a quote from
Charles Reich that any law student
would do well to read and reflect on.
A: Do you think it's only through the
years of being a lawyer, state senator,
county prosecutor, and chief magistrate, that it bas been possible to reflect
upon the nature of the process itself,
and that it bas only been your retrospective advantage which bas enabled
you to, in a manner of speaking,
"shake the demon " of law?

K: Yes. Without a doubt. What we're
talking about today is the distillation of
years of reflection and years of seeking my own growth and my own evolution. But it hasn't come easily. And
you're right about having a retrospective perspective. Sometimes you can't
see things until you have lived through
and experienced a large enough perspective in terms of time and events
and social changes. But, the lure of law
is great. I remember thinking about
what my objectives were. Why did I
study law? I remember talking to another lawyer one day and we both
agreed that you enter one end as law
school with this very vague notion of
what it means to be a lawyer and what
about being a lawyer is attractive to
you.
It's all very fuzzy and it doesn't have
a great deal to do with the harsh reali-

ties of being a lawyer out in the field.
A: Do you think there are some people who go into law school and
become lawyers who never regain
their own humanity?

K: Yes, absolutely.
A: Do you think they lose it forever?
K: I think most of them do.

A: So it's a very small minority who
actually discover their humanity after
law school?

K: Right. This isn't necessarily attributable to the study of law. It's participating in the institution called the
law that does this to people. I think
very few of them regain that humanity.
I gave this advice to a friend of mine
who entered law school last fall: "Go
ahead and study law but keep your
mind open and flexible as to what application you're going to make of the
law. And don't let yourself get into the
position where you feel you have to be
a practicing 'lawyer.' ' I wished I had
done this myself. I think I would have
found the study of law and the applica0
tion of it more rewarding.

Returning to Law School
(continued from page 5)

about learning the law: "[W]e must
adopt a warlike posture, seeking to take
rights agressively.'' Law and Inequality, vol. 5:103, at 130.
All in all, I would take the year off
again, and I have absolutely no regrets.
I feel that one does not have to know
that one is going to become a practicing attorney in order to survive and
benefit from law school. Exposing injustice can take many forms, and the
practicing attorney often is restrained
from exposing all that should be.
The personal ambitions that
permeate all of us are uniquely our
own, but, nonetheless, I wanted to
write about my year off because I feel
that other law students may also not
want to be practicing attorneys, and
perhaps have even thought about taking some time off also. If nothing else,
I am glad I followed my conscience,
and I am very glad to be back studying the law, instead of dodging pit-bulls
with a stun-gun. 0
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It Was 20 Years Ago

Today·~~~

Vintage Advocate Material from 1968
Fashion Show
Set by Biddies
While their husbands have been
busy cramming for finals or the Bar exam, writing papers and moot court
briefs, Barrister's Biddies have maintained a rapid pace of activities.
In February, the group hears a talk
on "Decorating on a Budget" by a
representative of Young Moderns. As in
the past, the Biddies sold sandwiches,
hot coffee, cookies, cake and soft
drinks in the lobby of the Law School
during the Bar Examination.
Fortunes were won and lost at the
drop of a card (or a drink) during the
gala Las Vegas Evening on February
24th. Guests spent a frantic two hours
gambling with "Biddie's Bucks,"
followed by dancing and breakfast.
Coming up on this month's calendar
is a luncheon fashion show and card
party at Skyline Country Club. The
year will end with a program on Meat
Buying presented by the Safeway Stores.

Legal Aid
Program Under Way
The Legal Aid Internship program is
off to a booming start this semester and
promises to develop into a very real
and essential learning process at the
University of Arizona College of Law.
This semester started with a luncheon
of February 19 sponsored by the Board
of Directors of the Pima County Bar
Association in honor of all Legal Aid
volunteer workers, which includes
Legal Aid Interns From the Law school.
Legal Aid Interns contributed approximately 1200 hours in 1967, representing S3300 in Federal money.
Monday night's Interdisciplinary
Seminar concerning the legal problems
of the poor also is under way. To date
Professor William Boyd has explained
why the poor pay more, and why they
not only buy things they can't afford,
but also things they don't want, and
how the law handles this problem. On
February 26, Mr. Ever Hansen, Director of the Pima County Welfare Department, spoke on the structure of the
State Welfare Department and its
functions.

Continued on next page

Extraordinary

~Brit

Honor Code Violations Show Integrity Lack
By Andy Bettwy
(Ed. note, the Writ is a guest editorial column open to any student in the College of Law who wishes to submit material. The opinions expressed do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of the Arizona Advocate.)
There is evidence that flagrant violations of the honor system have occurred this
semester. Such conduct is not only reprehensible in itself, but it imposes a threat
to the stability of the system. To be specific, three outlines, belonging to students
taking Constitutional Law, were taken from the law library.
In order to preserve, maintain and perfect the quality and integrity of the legal
profession and its members, it is essential that we uphold the philosophy upon
which the profession is built.
Canon 29 of the Canons of Professional Ethics reads in part: "Lawyers should
expose without fear or favor before the proper tribunals corrupt or dishonest conduct in the profession . . . The lawyer should aid in guarding the Bar against the
admission to the profession of candidates unfit or unqualified because deficient
in either moral character or education."
The duty at this embryonic and yet important stage of our self-development
within the profession should not be avoided; it is often said that a weak foundation is incapable of supporting more than an unstable structure.
The acquisition of mutual trust and respect, which is elementary to the existence
of an honor system, stems from a presumption of personal integrity of the individual. This presumption is unfortunately being overcome by the acts of certain
persons, who may continue to draw criticism and disfavor into the legal profession if not discouraged.
A student is in breach of the honor system if he sees another in suspicious circumstances and fails to report the violation. The legal profession is built on a tradition
of high ethics and personal conduct; reporting violations is an expression of loyalty
to this honorable tradition and it should not be viewed as tale-telling or ratting.
The honor system is a philosophy of mutual trust, not a police system. In a
healthy environment there is no spying, but if infractions are observed, they must
be reported.
10
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20Yea~Ago,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Review Offers Air
Pollution Symposium

Legal Aid
(continued)

On March 4th a talk was given by a
representative of the Thcson Police
Department in which he discussed
special problems the police department
has w ith the poor.
On Monday, March 11th, the seminar
program of Legal Aid will follow up on
the Thcson Bail Project as reported in
the December, 1967, edition of the Advocate. A panel discussion will be
heard at the Law College on Bail and
the Poor. The discussion will be led by
Dave Derrickson and the panel members will be Dean Charles E. Ares,
Bailbondsman Abe Salcido, and Justice
of the Peace Joe Jacobson. The discussion will be open to all who are
interested.

A week later on Monday, March 18,
Dr. Arnold Meadow of the University's
Psychology Department is scheduled
to speak on the socio-economic problems of the Mexican-American.
Shortly all the interns will begin
work on a publication entitled, Journal of the Law and Poverty. Various articles from the Journal on the Family,
Housing (Landlord and Tenant), Consumer Purchasing, and Welfare will
also be seen in future editions of the
Advocate.
The Legal Aid Internship is another
of the programs at the University of
Arizona Law School which is intended
to make the School the best in the
West.

EXAMINE THE

EVIDENCE

YOU'LL

ALWAYS

COME BACK FOR

MORE .. .

By Hiram Cannon

The Law Review recently released its
summer, 1968, issue. The issue is composed of three parts: An Air Pollution
Symposium; a review of recent
developments in the Ninth Circuit,
prefaced by Chief Judge Chambers; and
an analysis of recent decisions from the
Arizona Supreme Court.
During the academic year 1968-69
the Review will, for the first time,
publish four issues. Issues of particular
interest will be the Ninth Circuit Note,
the Arizona Supreme Court Review, and
a symposium on Indian Law.
Some symposium lead article contributors will be: Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, who will do the introduction; Robert L. Bennett, Commissioner of Indian Affairs; Senator Paul G.
Fannin; and Professor G. Kenneth
Reiblich.
Student work for the symposium will
consist mainly of articles prepared by
writers who are not members of the
Law Review staff.
This significant amount of nonreview work represents a re-direction
for the Review. The Review feels that
its pages should reflect the work of the
College of Law as an entity, and not be
restricted to the work of a few.
The Law Review encourages all
students, who feel motivated, to submit
significant material for possible publication. Material submitted will be subject
to the same standards and editorial procedures as work received from Review
writers.

1122 E. 6th ST.
622-3521
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